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Edward has never met anyone quite like Mason.Mason isnâ€™t looking for Mr. Rightâ€¦he isnâ€™t

even looking for Mr. Right-Now. What he wants in a man isnâ€™t going to be found on a blind date

or at a singles mixer. Because heâ€™s looking for someone a little more uniqueâ€¦a little more take

chargeâ€¦a little more loving.Edward is straightforward, logical, and thinks of himself as

traditionalâ€¦not vanilla, just traditional. When he meets Mason, sparks fly. When whispered

confessions reveal secret desires, will Edward embrace Masonâ€™s needs or will his secret prove

to be too much?59k+ wordsStory Contains: M/m sexual content, age play, diapers, and ABDL

themes
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This was an excellent age play story. The characters were well developed and a realistic depiction

of two people, a dominant and a submissive, looking to engage in a power exchange lifestyle.

Interesting and creative way for Mason and Edward to meet and begin a relationship. Slow build

that gets deep into the feelings and emotions of the lifestyle.I hope to read more from this writer.



The only disappointment was that it ended, although it was a good length. I could not put it down.

This book will now be one of my favorites in this genre.

Really loved this book. I really like age play and they just fit so well together. How they progress

through there relationship was spot on. The only thing I did think was that the end of the book

should have had them living together, I would have liked it to go on longer to show that was the end

result. Lol. Or it could be I just didn't want the end to come.

I LOVED this book. The writing was incredible. Once I began the story, I couldn't stop reading.

Typically these types of stories, that I have found, are not very long. But this book was quite lengthy

and I was addicted from the first page. I highly recommend this story, but only if you are into age

play stories. You will be quite unhappy if you aren't. If you are, then you will be delighted. And this

story is for adults only.

I started reading this book thinking it was just another M/M romance with a little kink thrown in. This

was NOT that kind of book. I was turned-on and turned-up. I stayed on the edge until the end and

then wanted more.

I really enjoyed reading this book . I think the author did a good job on a " taboo " subject . I liked

that it wasn't all about the kink .

This was a very hot story with an awesome explanation of what attracted Mason to being little. I

loved that Edward was able to show Mason the acceptance and approval that he craved. I also liked

that neither character knew exactly what he wanted from a Daddy/little relationship, but were willing

to explore it together.The one thing I'm not sure about is that I didn't think that Edward's speech was

as formal as the author seemed to want to convey.

This was a very well written story that was about two people coming together who shared a desire

to explore a loving relationship that included age play. It wasn't at all a titillating take on the "out of

the box kink" it was approached in a loving and informed way. Both MC's came together to explore

something that they needed without it being seen as something deviant. I love the way this author

approaches this aspect of sex, seeing it as healthy and loving. While this is not something that I

have ever thought to explore in my own life I have truly enjoyed each of the stories I have read by



this author and will continue to read them as long as they are as well written as this one. Bravo to

you M.A Innes!

I love reading stories like this. Found it to be rich and excellent.
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